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QUESTION 1

Smart Upgrade Governor is enabled on the server. When a user manually tries to initiate Smart Upgrade locally they get
a dialog box indicating they are unable to upgrade at this time and to try again later. What server commandcan the
administrator run on the server to display Smart Upgrade statistics? 

A. SU display 

B. sucache show 

C. show sugovernor 

D. display su state 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Antonio was in theprocess of registering users for his Domino domain. He had to stop in the middle of creating new
users with numerous users left to register. What database on his local machine is the list of pending users for
registration? 

A. userreg.nsf 

B. usercache.nsf 

C. certlog.nsf 

D. register.nsf 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

William wishes to migrate his company\\'s Notes certifier to the Certificate Authority process. He has chosen to encrypt
the certifier id with a lock id. What Domino server console command must be issued next? 

A. load unlock ca  

B. load ca unlock 

C. tell ca activate  

D. tell caunlock  

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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In the extreme case that your ID vault becomes corrupt, you have the capability to restore an older versionfrom a recent
backup. Which of the following occurs when performing this step? 

A. The vault will automatically receive the missing id files 

B. You must manually add the user id files that are missing back into the vault 

C. You must reapply the ID vault user policy to have the id files sent to the vault 

D. You must issue the server command \\'tell vault compile\\' to replace the missing id files 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Domino roaming for the Notes standard configuration clients in Domino 8.5 and higher offers theability to synchronize
which of the following? 

A. A notebook database and user ID file 

B. The user ID file and local Eclipse XML configuration files 

C. A feeds subscription database and an Eclipse plug-in data and preferences database 

D. The Activities plug-in configuration and the integrated Sametime Connect configurations 

Correct Answer: C 
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